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Question No. 1 is compulsory.
Attempt any one from Section A and any threefrom

Section B. Attempt five questions in all.

1. Answer anyfive of the following:
(a) What is meant by the conditions of overflow and underflow?
(b) Write the following expression in C/C+ + :
3 •510&X+cos
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(c) Show that Netwon Raphson method has quadratic convergence.

(d) Explain the difference betweenbreak and continue statements in C/C+ +
with one example of each.

(e) Find the dominant eigenvalue of the following matrix:

213
142
323

(f) Iff(x)=ax, show that

where E is shift operator.
SECTION
A

2. (a) Bring out the difference between 'while' and 'do while' loops with the help of
appropriate flow-charts.
(b) Write a C/C+ + program to write the first 20 natural numbers along with
their square roots using (i) while / do-while loop and (ii) for loop.
3,12
3' (a) How is a structure different from an array? Explain with an example.
(b) Write a C / C+ + program to find largest of a given list of ten numbers using
array.
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to find factorial of a number.
(c) What is recursion? Write a recursive function
SECTIONB

of the equation
4. (a) Deduce the Newton-Raphsonmethod to find the roots
(b) Find the roots of the equation by secant method correct upto two decimal
places :

x2-5x+4=o
(c) Find the solution of the system of linear algebraic equations:
4X1+X2+X3=4

Using Gauss Seidel method (at least two iterations). Use initial choice

5. (a) UsingNewtonforward difference formula,computef(x)

91

from the

following set of data:
0•68

0•69

0•70

0•8086

o •8253

o •8422

0•71
o •8595

bx
(b) Set up the equation for least square fitting for an exponential formulay=ae

(c) Linearly fit the following data:
1

2

14

27

3

4

5

55

68

6. (a) Use the trapezoidal rule to solve numericallv the integral with step size I.
Hence evaluate f

(1+x2)dr by the trapezoidal rule when the interval (1, 2)

is subdivided into four equal parts.
(b) Legendre integration formula.

(c) Give the algorithm to compute the maximum and minimum values of a
Tabulated function.
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7. (a) Calculate and
at
dt
dt

x

from the table of values of x and y :

0•68

0-69

o •8086

o •8253

(b) Using modified Euler's method solve:

in the interval [0, 1] with step size 0•2.

0•71
o •8422

o •8595

